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Pre AGM Meeting? Teleconference with Chairman 

Whitehaven Faces a Tough Year and Testing Convergence of Events 

The Chairman commented that Covid 19 had caused significant disruption to the economies in 
which many of Whitehaven’s key customers operate, however with decisive action, particularly in 
North Asia, there has been considerable resilience demonstrated and demand held up reasonably 
well, even though a downturn in price could not be avoided. Nevertheless he noted that in recent 
weeks a meaningful improvement in benchmark coal pricing had begun.  
He commended the Executive Leadership Team on their dedication and diligence in managing a 
tough year and a testing convergence of events including water and labour shortages and 
managing the growing ESG issues. At the same time he acknowledged the need to improving 
environmental compliance and delivering greater consistency of output from the larger mines. He 
said that the company had invested significantly in leadership capability and structure. 
Following addresses from Dr Beeby and Mr Sage the CEO gave a comprehensive review of FY 2020.  
 
The Chairman then opened the Q &A part of the meeting for discussion of all resolutions. 
As with last year there was almost an hour of questions and comment relating to climate change, 
the future of coal fired power, particularly under a proposed 1.5 degree scenario, community 
support and the use of land, and problems in water supply and waste handling. The company 
rejected all assertions of activities outside its approved conditions and referred speakers to its 



 

 

Sustainability Report 2020 which discusses business resilience and how the company plans to 
successfully chart a path into a more carbon constrained future.  
A shareholder asked why the executive team had received STI, an issue also taken up with the 
Chairman in ASA’s teleconference with the company. The Chairman referred to his remarks on 
leadership in his address. 
Another shareholder enquired whether the Board had a view why the share price does not 
indicate investors agree with the company’s view on the future however the Chairman restated 
the Board’s belief that the company was configured to deal with the risks it was likely to face. 
 
Both Remuneration and CEO’s LTI Grant resolutions were well supported as were the re-election 
of both directors. ASA voted against the Remuneration Report in line with expressed voting 
intentions, but supported the CEO’s LTI grant and re-election of Dr Beeby and Mr Sage. We voted 
against the Constitutional amendment which received support of only 0.3% and therefore the 
second part was not put to the meeting. 
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ASA Disclaimer 

This document has been prepared by the Australian Shareholders Association Limited ABN 40 000 625 669 (“ASA”).  It is not a disclosure 
document, it does not constitute investment or legal advice and it does not take into account any person’s particular investment 
objectives.  The statements and information contained in this document are not intended to represent recommendations of a particular 
course of action to any particular person.  Readers should obtain their own independent investment and legal advice in relation to the 
matters contemplated by this document.  To the fullest extent permitted by law, neither ASA nor any of its officers, directors, 
employees, contractors, agents or related bodies corporate: 

• makes any representations, warranties or guarantees (express or implied) as to the accuracy, reliability, completeness or 
fitness for purpose of any statements or information contained in this document; or 

• shall have any liability (whether in contract, by reason of negligence or negligent misstatement or otherwise) for any 
statements or information contained in, or omissions from this document; nor for any person’s acts or omissions undertaken 
or made in reliance of any such statements, information or omissions. 

This document may contain forward looking statements.  Such statements are predictions only and are subject to uncertainties.  Given 
these uncertainties, readers are cautioned not to place reliance on any such statements.  Any such statements speak only to the date of 
issue of this document and ASA disclaims any obligation to disseminate any updates or revisions to any such statements to reflect 
changed expectations or circumstances. 
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